Concerns over Jersey construction regulations
New construction regulations forcing architects and designers to take on health and safety
responsibilities for small building projects in Jersey could lead to increased costs and delays to
projects – and there are concerns about whether there are enough quali ed health and safety coordinators to keep projects going.
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That's the view of Ogier Property law specialist Jonathan Hughes on Guidance on the Construction Regulations published
today ahead of coming into force at the start of next month.
He says that the construction industry is concerned over speci c provisions that would put responsibility for health and
safety on small projects on architects as “designer”, and which would require a health and safety project co-ordinator to be
appointed in writing if a project runs over six weeks.
The regulations de ne "domestic clients" as someone having work done on their own home or having a new home built solely
for themselves and excludes them from health and safety responsibility, passing the role instead on to the architect involved
or the principal contractor, who are then expected to pass on the costs to their clients.
Jonathan said: "The reality is that the industry already takes health and safety extremely seriously as a matter of good
practice and in compliance with relevant legislation.
"The proposals contained within the regulations add a further layer of cost for no apparent discernible bene t, and there is a
real concern about whether there are enough people quali ed to take on the health and safety co-ordinator roles for projects
over six weeks.
"Coming just two months after the new bye-laws that demand insulation and energy e ciency upgrades where major work is
being carried out, this again has the potential to add cost, complexity and delay at a time when the construction sector
needs support."

The information and expressions of opinion contained in this guide are not intended to be a comprehensive study or to
provide legal advice and should not be treated as a substitute for speci c advice concerning individual situations.
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